
Read! Spell! Do! Level 2 samples

Read! Spell! Do! 8 levels with 2,160 cards in total. Still relatively unknown but 
wildly popular among users. 540 verbs, 180 adjectives, 90 adverbs (2 different 
cards for each adverb), where else can you get such a game? There is also a 
playing board with a copy of the rules on it.

Level 2 uses all 16 double sounds introduced in NFO. Keywords in level 2-1 use 
ea, ee, sh, ch, ar, ou, oo (foot), oo (spoon) and -se. Level 2-2 uses ow (cow), ir, 
oy, or, oa, ow (window), ai, ay and tch The sounds have been used evenly 
throughout, meaning the phonic element of the cards is very strong and that the 
teacher, who is cognisant of his students reading level, can choose and use the 
cards with confidence. The key sounds (spelling patterns), sentences, words and  
phrases are listed according to their double sound (grapheme of phonogram), so y
ou can better see the content and suitability.

90 cards to each pack at 1,500 yen per pack.

6 packs available in Levels 2-1 and 2-2:
Read! L2 P1
Read! L2 P2
Spell! L2 P1
Spell! L2 P2
Do! L2 P1
Do! L2 P2







Read! Spell! Do! L2 P1and P2: key sounds (spelling patterns), sentences, words 
and phrases

Pack 1 Read Spell Do

/ch/ 
A big dog is chopping a log.
A mad man is clenching his fists.
Anna is cheating on a test.
Bill is punching the clock.
Can Adam reach the apple?
Carol is teaching Grandpa.
Dad is getting a medical check.
Grandma is chiseling a rock.
Jeff is attaching his seatbelt.
Liz and Meg drink coffee and chat.

attaching
chat
cheat
check
chisel
chop
clench
punch
reaching
teach

attach a seatbelt
chat at a meeting
cheat in a test
check in a bag
chisel a rock
chop a log
clench a fist
punch a bag
reach up
teach a class

/sh/



A bad man is dumping trash!
A fish is eating a fish.
A man gets an electric shock.
A truck and a cab crash.
Bill is selling his comic stash.
Dan gets clam shells at a beach.
Jim is splashing in a puddle.
Sam is brushing his pet dog.
Tess is shopping in a dress shop.
The dress shop is shut.

brush
crash
fish
shell
shock
shop
shut
splash
stash
trash

brush a dog
crash a jeep
fish in a pond
shell peas
shock a man
shop at a pet shop
shut up
splash in a puddle
stash cash in a strong box
trash a can

/ee/
Ann and Ted keep a clean kitchen.
Dick is feeding his pet pig.
Ed and Val meet in a coffee shop.
Fred is freezing at a bus stop.
Jill is peeling a banana.
Liz is speeding up a hill.
Sam is fleeing from a dragon.



Tim is sleeping on his desk.
Tom can see a green frog.
Will is creeping in a street.

creep
feed
flee
freeze
keep
meet
peel
see
sleep
speed

creep in class
feed a pet
flee from a big bee
hands up and freeze
keep still
meet a robot
peel a banana
see a film
sleep in a bed
speed off fast

/ea/
A bad man is stealing cash.
A drunk man speaks to his boss.
A man is leaping across a gap.
Bill is dreaming hotdogs.
Dad is cleaning up leaves.
Janet is reading in bed.
Jim is eating and jam sandwich.
Kim is leading a duck.
Pam beats dust from a mattress.
Please deal seven cards each.

beat
clean
deal



dream
eat
lead
leap
read
speak
steal

beat on drums
clean up trash
deal cards
eat lunch
lead a band
leap up
read a comic
sleep and dream
speak English
steal a snack

/ar/
A big dog is barking at a cat.
A cat is arching its back.
A kid is running in the park.
Ben is sharpening his pencil.
In his dream, Tom is a rock star.
It's a big farm in Africa.
Ted is carving a duck from wood.
The ants march to the anthill.
The darts hit the target.
The rocket is starting to lift off.

arch
bark
carve
dart
farm
march
park
sharpen
star
start



arch back
bark at a cat
carve meat
dart a balloon
farm carrots
jumpstart a car
march in a band
park a car
sharpen an ax
star in a film

/oo/ (long and short listed)
A dog is scooping up poop.
A man is hanging on a hook.
A robot is grooming a dog.
A strong wind uprooted a tree.
Bill's camera has a big zoom lens.
Chaz is snoozing in the classroom.
Dan is looking at the moon.
It's hot and the plant is drooping.
Jeff is a good tattoo artist.
Ken is swooning from the heat.
Little Lisa is drooling milk.
Liz is cool and good at dancing.
Mum is cooking lunch in a wok.
Rick has a harpoon gun.
Sid is doodling in the house.
The kids look at a shooting star.
The referee is booking Sid.
The smooch is a romantic dance.
Tom is booting the bucket.
What is spoon-feeding the man?

book
boot
cook
cool
doodle
drool
droop



groom
harpoon
hook
look
scoop
shoot
smooch
snooze
spoon-feed
swoon
tattoo
uproot
zoom

book a bus ticket
boot a book
cook lunch
cool off
doodle in a book
drool
droop a hand
groom a poodle
harpoon a fish
hook a fish
look at a book
scoop up sand
shoot a basket
smooch at a disco
snooze on a couch
spoon-feed a little kid
swoon from shock
tattoo an arm
uproot a tree
zoom off a cliff

/ou/
A man is scouting out the grassland.
A rich man is counting his cash.
Bill is bounding out from the ring.
Dad is pounding mochi.
Jack is clouting the punch bag.



Janet is slouching in the park.
Rob is crouching and petting a cat.
The kids spin the bottle around.
The man is shouting at her fish.
Will and Dad are pouting.

around
bound
clout
count
crouch
pound
pout
scout
shout
slouch

bound across the classroom
clout a bag
count on a hand
crouch on the ground
pound on a desk
pout
run around the class
scout out dog tracks
shout out loud
slouch around

/se/
Anna is choosing sunglasses.
Ben is rinsing out the shampoo.
Dogs have a strong sense of smell.
Evan is slipping on the grease.
Granddad's pants are too loose.
Look at the creases in Ann's blouse!
The apartment block is collapsing.
The cat is teasing the mouse.
Tom is glimpsing out his toys.
Val's top marks please Mum.

choose



collapse
crease
glimpse
grease
loose
please
rinse
sense
tease

choose a card
collapse on the carpet
crease an A4 sheet
glimpse at a test
grease a hands
loosen a nut
please the teacher
rinse the dishes
sense bad smell
tease a kid

Pack 2 Read Spell Do
/ir/
A bird is chirping on the birdhouse.
A clown is squirting a man.
A cowgirl and cowboy dance.
A little girl speaks to a friend.
A songbird is singing a song.
A strong wind is swirling around.
Dad is stirring a can of red paint.
Is it a bird flapping its wings?
Stop flirting with the girls.
The boss is twirling around.

bird
chirp
cowgirl
flirt
girl
songbird
squirt



stir
swirl
twirl

chirp like a chick
dance like a cowgirl
flap hands like a bird
sing like a songbird
flirt with a boy/girl
speak like a little girl
squirt a squirt gun
stir a drink
swirl a ribbon
twirl a baton

/or/
Bill enjoys snorkeling in the sea.
Glen is supporting the soccer team.
Jack is forming a T with his arms.
Jill is transforming into a slim girl.
Linda is escorting a boy around the zoo.
Liz often forgets an umbrella.
Nana is recording a J-pops song.
Ted is uncorking a bottle of port.
The little van is transporting eggs.
The mailman is sorting the mail.

cork
escort
forget
form
record
snorkel
sort
support
transform
transport

cork a bottle
escort a man
forget a name



form a train
record a song
snorkel in a tropical sea
sort trash
support a sports team
transform a robot
transport a box

/oy/
A bad man is destroying a house.
Ann is meeting royalty.
Carl is shopping in a toy shop.
Liz is boycotting junk food.
Stella is enjoying reading a novel.
The boy is looking in the toy box.
The clowns are annoying Beril.
The ships travel in a convoy.
Tristan is toying with a little kid.
Will the bellboy get a big tip?

annoy
bellboy
boy
boycott
convoy
destroy
enjoy
royal
toy with
toyshop

annoy a girl
boycott meat
destroy at toy
enjoy a drink
look at a boy
meet royalty
shop in a toyshop
tip the bellboy
toy with food
travel in a convoy



/ow/
A cat is on the prowl for food.
A dog is howling on the moon.
A girl on a towel is browsing a book.
Eric is scowling at his dog.
Fred is frowning at the chicken.
Greg is clowning around in class.
Jack is crowning the queen.
Ken is running down the steps.
Mark is bowing down to Janet.
The dog and cat are growling.

bow down
browse
clown around
crown
down
frown
growl
howl
prowl
scowl

bow down
browse a book
clown around
crown a king
down a drink
frown at a boy
growl at a man
howl at the moon
prowl around
scowl at a man

/ow/
A car is towing a big speed boat.
A strong wind is blowing.
Adam is showing his report card.
Anna is not good at bowling.
Bart is growing trees in a garden.



Dan is shadow boxing himself.
Mel's shadow is following him.
The children are rowing a boat.
The download is slowing down.
Tom is borrowing the car from Dad.

blow
borrow
bowl
follow
grow
row
shadowbox
show
slow down
tow

blow out a candle
borrow a book
bowl down the pins
follow the waitress
grow plants
row a boat
shadowbox
show a red card
slow down
tow a taxi cab

/oa/
A bar of pink soap is in the dish.
A cat is floating in the pool.
A jet is approaching the runway.
Carl is unloading boxes.
Dad is loading the bags into the car.
Ella is coaching a swimming class.
Grandpa is soaking his feet.
Jordan is boastful of himself.
Meg is having jam and toast.
Sandra is roasting a marshmallow.

approach



boast
coach
float
load
roast
soak
soap
toast
unload

approach the teacher
boast about a fish
coach a sport
float in the sea
load a truck
roast a chicken
soak in a hot tub
soap a dog
toast a sandwich
unload a truck

/ai/
Aiden is nailing shut a box.
Ailsa is painting a plant pot.
Alan is aiming at the pins.
Elin is waiting for a taxi.
Fred is mailing cards to friends.
Matilda is training for the fun run.
Mick is chained to his desk.
Richard is staying in jail.
The bubbles are draining away.
The ship is sailing to America.

aim
chain
drain
jail
mail
nail
paint
sail



train
wait

aim at a target
chain up a dog
drain a pool
jail a bad man
mail a box
nail shut a box
paint a house
sail a boat
train dogs
wait for a bus

/ay/
Basil and Tom are playing chess.
Ben is laying a carpet.
Fred is running away from a dog.
Gayle is displaying pots.
Joy is saying "Oops, I'm sorry."
Kay is crayoning a sketch.
Marta is praying in the chapel.
Rick is spray painting a car.
Sam is paying for his hotel room.
Ted sits in a box daydreaming.

away
crayon
daydream
display
lay
pay
play
pray
say
spray

crayon a sketch
daydream about snacks
display paintings
go away on holiday



lay bricks
pay for a present
play tennis
pray for help
say 'good luck'
spray an insect

/tch/
A bad man snatches a bag.
A hungry dog fetches its bowl.
Ben scratches his back.
Bill is hitching to Alaska.
Ed is sketching his pet dog.
Hal is stretching his legs.
Kim can catch a fast ball.
Pam is pitching a slow ball.
Tess is switching on the fan.
The family are watching TV.

catch
fetch
hitch
pitch
scratch
sketch
snatch
stretch
switch
watch

catch a big fish
fetch a bucket 
hitch a lift
pitch a fast ball
scratch the back of a hand
sketch an animal
snatch a little food
stretch a leg 
switch on the lamp
watch a film


